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Introduction 
Purpose
This document has been prepared to outline the 
proposed changes to the Litchfield Subregional 
Land Use Plan (LSLUP) for Gunn Point Peninsula 
and Murrumujuk Township. 

It has been identified that due to increased 
interest in Gunn Point Peninsula, as well as recent 
natural resource investigations there is a need 
undertake a review of the land use structure at 
Gunn Point Peninsula. 

An amendment is being prepared to update the 
Northern Territory Planning Scheme in regard to 
the Litchfield Subregional Land Use Plan.

The amendment is being developed over two 
stages.  

This stage of the project is for community and 
stakeholder consultation and is an opportunity 
for you to have your say, learn about the project 
or make a submission. This is the first stage of the 
project. 

A discussion paper  has been prepared and 
provides an overview of this project. Visit 
haveyoursay.nt.gov.au to access related 
documents on the project and provide feedback.  

Context
Murrumujuk was first identified in 1984 as having 
potential for a rural centre providing opportunities 
for recreation. The sealing of Gunn Point Road has 
increased activity and interest in the area.  

Regional and subregional land use planning 
provides an opportunity for authorities to plan for 
future infrastructure services such as power, water 
and sewerage for the medium to far term.

The proposed update to the Litchfield Subregional 
Land Use Plan includes a draft land use concept 
for the future township of Murrumujuk and draft 
planning principles to guide future development 
opportunities at this location.

The work seeks to update the LSLUP to:

• respond to cultural, historical and natural 
assets of the locality;

• provide opportunities for residential and 
economic growth;

• enable tourism ventures that respond to 
environmental, cultural and recreational 
opportunities; 

• protect the transport and infrastructure 
corridors required for development on the 
Gunn Point Peninsula; and

• support detailed planning for Murrumujuk at a 
future time. 

Gunn Point Peninsula and Murrumujuk 
Township
Gunn Point Peninsula (the ‘Study Area’) 
encompasses an area of approximately 327 km2. It 
is located east of Darwin, 60 km from the CBD and 
it is 40 km from Palmerston. The Study Area lies 
within the municipality of the shire of Litchfield. 

There are very few permanent residents within 
the Study Area, however there is a high level of 
visitation for a range of recreational pursuits, 
including access to popular fishing locations. 
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Figure 4 - Litchfield Subregional Land Use Structure Plan (2016) to be replaced with this updated map.
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
STRATEGIC INDUSTRY (replace current)

Glyde Point is identified for major industrial 
development with potential for a port and strategic 
industry. Glyde Point provides natural deep waters 
which have potential to accommodate a port 
development. 

The proposed urban area at Murrumujuk will 
provide opportunities for employees and their 
families to live locally. Transport and infrastructure 
corridors will provide access between Murrumujuk 
and Glyde Point and to the broader region.

STRATEGIC INDUSTRY (page 8)

Glyde Point is identified for major industrial 
development outside Darwin Harbour. Glyde Point 
provides the necessary isolation to minimise the 
impacts of strategic industrial development on 
established urban areas. 

The proposed urban area at Murrumujuk will provide 
opportunities for employees to live locally. Transport 
and infrastructure corridors will provide access to the 
broader region.

PRIMARY INDUSTRY
Construction Materials (replace current)
The extraction of sand, gravel and rock materials 
in Litchfield supply the construction industry of 
the Darwin Region. The sealing of Gunn Point 
Road has improved access to Gunn Point Peninsula 
for extractive industries. Access to extractive 
mineral sites must be maintained, but with greater 
consideration of the adverse impacts on the local 
road network. 

PRIMARY INDUSTRY (page 8)
Construction Materials 
The extraction of sand, gravel and rock materials 
in Litchfield supply the construction industry of the 
Darwin Region. Access to extractive mineral sites must 
be maintained, but with greater consideration of the 
adverse impacts on the local road network. Preferred 
heavy vehicle access roads are identified on the Main 
Roads Map (page 33). There is also a need to ensure 
that depleted leases be properly rehabilitated to suit 
the future land use.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
Active Recreation (proposed - Insert after first paragraph 
of existing text)
Extensive areas of the Litchfield subregion are 
utilised for informal recreation. This includes 
hunting, off road driving, fishing and camping. It is 
important that as the population of Darwin grows, 
recreational pursuits are balanced with preservation 
of the natural environment.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
Active Recreation (page 9)
The Freds Pass Recreation Reserve is the primary 
facility within Litchfield, providing for a range of 
recreational activities, including equestrian, rugby, AFL, 
soccer, cricket and multi-use indoor spaces.
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
INFRASTRUCTURE
Groundwater and Water Supply (proposed - Insert after 
third paragraph of existing text)
Investigations into groundwater availability have 
identified severe limitations within four of the five 
aquifers that comprise the Koolpinyah Dolomite 
aquifer. Gunn Point Peninsula accommodates the 
central and northern groundwater aquifer systems. 
The Murrumujuk Township straddles the central and 
northern groundwater aquifer boundary.

Environmental investigations have identified that 
the groundwater within the Northern Koolpinyah 
groundwater water is deeper and more saline the 
further north. Notwithstanding, there is groundwater 
available within the southern portion of the northern 
Koolpinyah groundwater aquifer.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Groundwater and Water Supply (page 9)
Much of Litchfield relies on groundwater as the primary 
source for potable water. The several aquifers that 
underlie the subregion support numerous rural land 
uses, including stock, agriculture, horticulture and 
domestic purposes.

Groundwater also sustains the natural environment and 
contributes to the regional water supply. Sustainable 
groundwater extraction is approximately 20% of the 
annual recharge. Over extraction can lower water 
quality by increasing concentrations of minerals and 
salts. In addition, proliferation of on-site effluent 
disposal systems can contaminate groundwater and 
lead to serious public health risks.

The Berry Springs aquifer feeds the popular recreation 
area of the Berry Springs Nature Reserve and sustains 
the waterways and habitats of the Territory Wildlife 
Park. This aquifer is exposed to stress from increased 
subdivision and development, and overuse will have 
serious implications for residents and the environment. 
Increasing subdivision and development over the 
aquifer and annual variation in the recharge demands 
that extraction be carefully managed to maintain 
environmental flows.

Water allocation plans under development for the 
Howard Groundwater system and Berry  Springs 
Dolostone System will aid in avoiding over extraction 
and ensure long term sustainability.

The Darwin Region water supply system currently 
sources water from Darwin River Dam (85 per cent) and 
McMinns and Howard East borefields (15 per cent) and 
provides reticulated supply to five supply zones: Darwin 
Rural/Palmerston, Stuart Park, Casuarina, Karama 
and Channel Island. Potential sites to increase the 
catchment and storage capacity include Manton Dam, 
Adelaide River Off Stream Storage, Upper Adelaide River 
Dam, Marrakai Dam and Mount Bennett Dam.
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
INFRASTRUCTURE
Groundwater and Water Supply (proposed - Insert after 
third paragraph of existing text)
Investigations into groundwater availability have 
identified severe limitations within four of the five 
aquifers that comprise the Koolpinyah Dolomite 
aquifer. Gunn Point Peninsula accommodates the 
central and northern groundwater aquifer systems. 
The Murrumujuk Township straddles the central and 
northern groundwater aquifer boundary.

Environmental investigations have identified that 
the groundwater within the Northern Koolpinyah 
groundwater water is deeper and more saline the 
further north. Notwithstanding, there is groundwater 
available within the southern portion of the northern 
Koolpinyah groundwater aquifer.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Groundwater and Water Supply (page 9)
Much of Litchfield relies on groundwater as the primary 
source for potable water. The several aquifers that 
underlie the subregion support numerous rural land 
uses, including stock, agriculture, horticulture and 
domestic purposes.

Groundwater also sustains the natural environment and 
contributes to the regional water supply. Sustainable 
groundwater extraction is approximately 20% of the 
annual recharge. Over extraction can lower water 
quality by increasing concentrations of minerals and 
salts. In addition, proliferation of on-site effluent 
disposal systems can contaminate groundwater and 
lead to serious public health risks.

The Berry Springs aquifer feeds the popular recreation 
area of the Berry Springs Nature Reserve and sustains 
the waterways and habitats of the Territory Wildlife 
Park. This aquifer is exposed to stress from increased 
subdivision and development, and overuse will have 
serious implications for residents and the environment. 
Increasing subdivision and development over the 
aquifer and annual variation in the recharge demands 
that extraction be carefully managed to maintain 
environmental flows.

Water allocation plans under development for the 
Howard Groundwater system and Berry  Springs 
Dolostone System will aid in avoiding over extraction 
and ensure long term sustainability.

The Darwin Region water supply system currently 
sources water from Darwin River Dam (85 per cent) and 
McMinns and Howard East borefields (15 per cent) and 
provides reticulated supply to five supply zones: Darwin 
Rural/Palmerston, Stuart Park, Casuarina, Karama 
and Channel Island. Potential sites to increase the 
catchment and storage capacity include Manton Dam, 
Adelaide River Off Stream Storage, Upper Adelaide River 
Dam, Marrakai Dam and Mount Bennett Dam.

Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
TRANSPORT - (insert and replace existing  paragraph 2)
The Glyde Point corridor, which consists of 
transport and utility alignments, will provide an 
important service connection between the existing 
port at East Arm and the prospective Glyde Point 
deep water port and strategic industrial area. 
This is intended to include rail which would allow 
Glyde Point industry to connect to the broader rail 
network that extends south of Darwin. 

Gunn Point Road extends from Stuart Highway to 
Murrumujuk. There is potential for a second arterial 
transport corridor to the east of Humpty Doo 
that could connect Glyde Point to Stuart Highway 
opposite Cox Peninsula Road. This could connect 
a future Glyde Point industrial area directly to the 
national highway by circumventing the periphery 
of the Darwin Region. In doing so, this prospective 
arterial corridor could provide improved regional 
transport connection and limit the impacts of heavy 
transport on built up areas.

(insert and replace existing  paragraph 3)
A number of other roads which will be important in 
connecting proposed urban and peri-urban areas 
with higher order centres are also identified. These 
include:
• the link from Noonamah to Humpty Doo to 

Girraween to Howard Springs;
• the transit corridor connection between 

Palmerston and Coolalinga bus interchanges;
• the connection from Weddell to Tiger Brennan 

Drive that generally follows the Alice Springs - 
Darwin rail corridor;

• the planned Middle Arm link between Cox 
Peninsula and Channel Island Roads; and

• the connection from Palmerston (Roystonea 
Avenue) to Weddell through Virginia. 

TRANSPORT (page 10)
Identified arterial transport corridors on page 33 
accommodate high capacity urban roads and high 
frequency public transport services. The corridors 
include the links to the strategic industry area at Glyde 
Point, links around the harbour and to Batchelor and 
the Weddell arterial linking the Stuart Highway to 
existing infrastructure at the Elizabeth River bridge.

The Glyde Point corridor will provide convenient access 
between the existing port at East Arm and the future 
industrial area and between Murrumujuk and higher 
order urban services available in Palmerston. A second 
link from the Stuart Highway at Cox Peninsula Road 
to Glyde Point will connect the future industrial area 
to the major transport link to southern Australia and 
limit the potential impacts of heavy transport on the 
network in built up areas.

A number of other roads which will be important in 
connecting proposed urban and peri-urban areas with 
higher order centres are also identified. These include 
the link from Noonamah to the Glyde Point arterial via 
Humpty Doo and the planned Middle Arm link between 
Cox Peninsula and Channel Island Roads. 

The identification of local road networks will aid 
in establishing, during future Area Planning, an 
interconnected local road network that improves route 
choice and access options.

Road Network Localities 1 to 4 (pages 34 and 35) 
identify the opportunities to establish local road 
networks as part of the subdivision process. Subdivision 
and development of the indicated networks will be 
subject to development approval and compliance with 
Council’s requirements.
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
STATEMENTS OF POLICY 
(Introduction of provisions and consequential renumbering)
Residential Land Uses (insert after City of Weddell)
Murrumujuk Township
4. Identify and address the constraints that restrict 

the development of the future Township of 
Murrumujuk.

•	 facilitate the provision of trunk 
infrastructure to support a range of urban 
land uses before settlement of people is 
considered; 

•	 respond to the environmental 
considerations present; and

•	 protect the foreshore areas within a 
public foreshore and esplanade excepting 
incidental tourism development.

5. Facilitate a Township with neighbourhoods that 
are compact, safe and walkable.

•	 the pedestrian network provides direct 
access to public open space;

•	 medium density housing is located close to 
neighbourhood centres, public transport, 
open space, community purpose facilities 
and other areas of high amenity;

•	 support the provision of workforce 
accommodation that is integrated into the 
built environment of the Township with 
built form commensurate to its location;

•	 facilitate the development of workforce 
accommodation that enables occupants 
to integrate with the community and town 
services, recognising that an appropriately 
designed and integrated workforce 
accommodation facility has the potential to 
support the establishment and development 
of a Township; and

•	 enable tourism development that responds 
to recreational needs and is integrated into 
the built environment of the Township.

No Current Information
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
STATEMENTS OF POLICY 
(Introduction of provisions and consequential renumbering)
Residential Land Uses (insert after City of Weddell)
Murrumujuk Township
4. Identify and address the constraints that restrict 

the development of the future Township of 
Murrumujuk.

•	 facilitate the provision of trunk 
infrastructure to support a range of urban 
land uses before settlement of people is 
considered; 

•	 respond to the environmental 
considerations present; and

•	 protect the foreshore areas within a 
public foreshore and esplanade excepting 
incidental tourism development.

5. Facilitate a Township with neighbourhoods that 
are compact, safe and walkable.

•	 the pedestrian network provides direct 
access to public open space;

•	 medium density housing is located close to 
neighbourhood centres, public transport, 
open space, community purpose facilities 
and other areas of high amenity;

•	 support the provision of workforce 
accommodation that is integrated into the 
built environment of the Township with 
built form commensurate to its location;

•	 facilitate the development of workforce 
accommodation that enables occupants 
to integrate with the community and town 
services, recognising that an appropriately 
designed and integrated workforce 
accommodation facility has the potential to 
support the establishment and development 
of a Township; and

•	 enable tourism development that responds 
to recreational needs and is integrated into 
the built environment of the Township.

No Current Information
Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
6.   Land use and development to be consistent 

with a Murrumujuk Stormwater Trunk Drainage 
Strategy to manage stormwater runoff.
•	 a Stormwater Trunk Drainage Strategy is 

prepared that responds to the stormwater 
drainage system including surface drainage, 
open drains, culverts and tidal weirs; and

•	 land is identified and provided for the 
construction of drainage structures 
identified or necessary for the purposes of 
stormwater drainage.

7.   Minimise adverse impacts on natural stormwater 
drainage flows and water quality.
•	 the pre-development hydrological regime 

is maintained, including the provision of 
locally suitable detention measures, if 
required for peak flow attenuation to pre-
development levels;

•	 adequate private open space is provided for 
stormwater infiltration; and

•	 Northern Territory best practice standards 
are applied to water quality modelling 
of stormwater run-off into the natural 
drainage system. 

8.   Support community development within 
community purposes land in suitable locations.
•	 community purpose land is provided of a 

size and location to enable co-location of 
community and local recreation areas;

•	 community purpose land is used for the 
provision of multipurpose community 
facilities which cater for a variety of user 
groups;

•	 community purpose land is used for social 
support services and similar community 
purpose uses to meet the needs of the 
community; and

•	 open space is co-located with education 
facilities where possible. 

No Current Information
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
9.    Establish vibrant and active neighbourhoods 

within a high quality urban environment. 
• the town centre and neighbourhoods within 

the urban area provide a combination of 
uses including;

a)  a residential environment that caters 
for a variety of housing needs including 
units, affordable housing and short term 
accommodation; 

b)  commercial and retail areas including 
shops, offices and restaurants; and 

c)  community facilities such as child care 
centres, public spaces to accommodate 
performances and exhibitions, and parks.

10.  Facilitate development appropriate to a high 
amenity foreshore.
•	 development is concentrated in the 

identified town centre and in proximity to 
the foreshore in recognition of the amenity 
and activity to be focused on the foreshore 
area;

•	 the Murrumujuk Foreshore Path is 
identified within the foreshore area 
that supports recreation and connects 
destination amenity nodes/day use areas;

•	 destination amenity nodes / day use areas 
within or adjacent to the foreshore area are 
investigated for open space and recreation 
purposes;

•	 destination amenity nodes / day use areas 
are considered in conjunction with potential 
tourism development(s);

•	 encourage small scale development that 
contribute to land management of the 
foreshore and other reserves; and

•	 infrastructure is of a scale that does not 
impact on environment systems. 

No Current Information
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
9.    Establish vibrant and active neighbourhoods 

within a high quality urban environment. 
• the town centre and neighbourhoods within 

the urban area provide a combination of 
uses including;

a)  a residential environment that caters 
for a variety of housing needs including 
units, affordable housing and short term 
accommodation; 

b)  commercial and retail areas including 
shops, offices and restaurants; and 

c)  community facilities such as child care 
centres, public spaces to accommodate 
performances and exhibitions, and parks.

10.  Facilitate development appropriate to a high 
amenity foreshore.
•	 development is concentrated in the 

identified town centre and in proximity to 
the foreshore in recognition of the amenity 
and activity to be focused on the foreshore 
area;

•	 the Murrumujuk Foreshore Path is 
identified within the foreshore area 
that supports recreation and connects 
destination amenity nodes/day use areas;

•	 destination amenity nodes / day use areas 
within or adjacent to the foreshore area are 
investigated for open space and recreation 
purposes;

•	 destination amenity nodes / day use areas 
are considered in conjunction with potential 
tourism development(s);

•	 encourage small scale development that 
contribute to land management of the 
foreshore and other reserves; and

•	 infrastructure is of a scale that does not 
impact on environment systems. 

No Current Information
Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
11.   Support an interconnected and shared 

movement network that is safe and efficient for 
all users.
•	 enable the development of a highly 

permeable grid street network;
•	 support a street and laneway network 

that facilitates high levels of pedestrian 
amenity; and

•	 support provision of ‘Green Links’ - leafy 
high amenity shared movement corridors.

12.  Support the concentration of light industry, low 
impact general industry and support businesses 
associated with Glyde Point operations in 
appropriate locations.
•	 access and reverse sensitivity concerns 

inform the identification of land for the 
purposes of industry and Glyde Point 
support processes; and

•	 industrial uses are appropriately separated 
from sensitive land uses.

No Current Information

Commercial, Agricultural and Industrial 
Land Use 
Agricultural (proposed - new) 
18.  Enable the development of Gunn Point peninsula 

with consideration of land capability constraints, 
and without prejudicing the development of the 
future settlement of Murrumujuk.
•	 require the groundwater demand of 

land uses to not exceed the sustainable 
recharge of the aquifers;

•	 restrict land uses that have the potential to 
adversely impact on the amenity of future 
urban residential areas in Murrumujuk;

•	 preserve the role of Murrumujuk as a 
secondary activity centre with residential, 
retail, commercial, social and cultural 
functions; and

•	 preserve the role of Murrumujuk in 
providing workforce accommodation and 
downstream industry to support potential 
strategic industry and a deepwater port at 
Glyde Point. 

Commercial and Industrial Land Use 
(page 12)
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
(Introduction of provisions and consequential renumbering) 
Commercial, Agricultural and Industrial 
Land Use 
Agricultural (proposed - new) 

18.  Enable the development of Gunn Point peninsula 
with consideration of land capability constraints, 
and without prejudicing the development of the 
future settlement of Murrumujuk.
•	 require the groundwater demand of 

land uses to not exceed the sustainable 
recharge of the aquifers;

•	 restrict land uses that have the potential 
to adversely impact on the amenity 
of future urban residential areas in 
Murrumujuk;

•	 preserve the role of Murrumujuk as a 
secondary activity centre with residential, 
retail, commercial, social and cultural 
functions; and

•	 preserve the role of Murrumujuk in 
providing workforce accommodation and 
downstream industry to support potential 
strategic industry and a deepwater port at 
Glyde Point. 

Commercial and Industrial Land Use 
(page 12)

Environmental Considerations
Environmental Management (proposed new) 

28.  Retain the cultural and landscape value 
of natural features and significant native 
vegetation.
•	 natural features and vegetation are 

integrated into open space, widened road 
reserves and drainage corridors wherever 
possible; and

•	 natural features and vegetation 
established as having value for their 
cultural, species, habitat, visual or natural 
amenity are identified and retained. 

Environmental Considerations 
(page 13)
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Figure 9 – Proposed Draft Concept Plan for Murrumujuk Township 

Potential land use transition area from 
Road and Rail corridors - full extent of 
transition areas to be determined.

Potential Location 
for a Future Town 
Centre with a focus 
on the Foreshore.



Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
Murrumujuk Township (delete existing text and replace)
Murrumujuk is located on the Gunn Point Peninsula 
overlooking Shoal Bay, approximately 60 km from 
the Darwin  city centre and 40 km from Palmerston. 
A settlement at Murrumujuk has been a component 
of various regional plans since 1984 when the 
locality was first identified as a rural centre. The 
original impetus for the development of Murrumujuk 
was the opportunity for residential development 
adjacent to a beach without mangroves which is rare 
within the Darwin region. Subsequent studies in 
the late 1990’s recognised the potential for a more 
substantial development at nearby Glyde Point, one 
of the few opportunities in the region for a deep 
water port.

Federal Government policy flags a substantial focus 
on infrastructure related investments in Northern 
Australia and a focus on the role of ports, wharves, 
railway and other infrastructure as strategic enablers. 

Investigations over many years have led to the 
selection of Glyde Point as the preferred site for 
strategic industry around a second port. There 
are substantial areas of relatively flat land next to 
Glyde Point. This land may support future industrial 
development including strategic industry which 
directly supports port functions. The Township of 
Murrumujuk may support development at Glyde 
Point by accommodating workforces and providing 
a range of support services. This township may 
also provide tourism related accommodation and 
a variety of urban suburban and rural residential 
development.

The establishment of Murrumujuk Township will be 
contingent upon actual and substantial demand for 
housing, primarily the accommodation of workforces 
related to a potential deep water port and strategic 
industry at Glyde Point. At the time of writing this 
development is not anticipated within the near term 
but may be a possibility in the medium to far term 
planning horizons.

Murrumujuk (page 16)
Murrumujuk is located on the Gunn Point Peninsula 
overlooking Shoal Bay, about 60 km from the Darwin 
CBD and 40 km from Palmerston. Substantial areas 
of relatively flat land next to Glyde Point are subject 
to detailed investigation to facilitate future industrial 
development, which would have synergies with an 
urban centre at Murrumujuk, residential lots in a 
rural setting and potential horticultural development. 
Previously planned transport and infrastructure 
corridors will integrate the locality with the broader 
region and minimise the potential impacts on existing 
networks. Future investigations into land capability, 
environmental issues and infrastructure requirements 
will inform more detailed planning.

The sealing of the Gunn Point Road has improved 
access to Murrumujuk, however development at 
Glyde Point remains difficult given its isolation and 
separation from existing services.
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Murrumujuk Township (delete existing text and replace)
Murrumujuk is located on the Gunn Point Peninsula 
overlooking Shoal Bay, approximately 60 km from 
the Darwin  city centre and 40 km from Palmerston. 
A settlement at Murrumujuk has been a component 
of various regional plans since 1984 when the 
locality was first identified as a rural centre. The 
original impetus for the development of Murrumujuk 
was the opportunity for residential development 
adjacent to a beach without mangroves which is rare 
within the Darwin region. Subsequent studies in 
the late 1990’s recognised the potential for a more 
substantial development at nearby Glyde Point, one 
of the few opportunities in the region for a deep 
water port.

Federal Government policy flags a substantial focus 
on infrastructure related investments in Northern 
Australia and a focus on the role of ports, wharves, 
railway and other infrastructure as strategic enablers. 

Investigations over many years have led to the 
selection of Glyde Point as the preferred site for 
strategic industry around a second port. There 
are substantial areas of relatively flat land next to 
Glyde Point. This land may support future industrial 
development including strategic industry which 
directly supports port functions. The Township of 
Murrumujuk may support development at Glyde 
Point by accommodating workforces and providing 
a range of support services. This township may 
also provide tourism related accommodation and 
a variety of urban suburban and rural residential 
development.

The establishment of Murrumujuk Township will be 
contingent upon actual and substantial demand for 
housing, primarily the accommodation of workforces 
related to a potential deep water port and strategic 
industry at Glyde Point. At the time of writing this 
development is not anticipated within the near term 
but may be a possibility in the medium to far term 
planning horizons.

Murrumujuk (page 16)
Murrumujuk is located on the Gunn Point Peninsula 
overlooking Shoal Bay, about 60 km from the Darwin 
CBD and 40 km from Palmerston. Substantial areas 
of relatively flat land next to Glyde Point are subject 
to detailed investigation to facilitate future industrial 
development, which would have synergies with an 
urban centre at Murrumujuk, residential lots in a 
rural setting and potential horticultural development. 
Previously planned transport and infrastructure 
corridors will integrate the locality with the broader 
region and minimise the potential impacts on existing 
networks. Future investigations into land capability, 
environmental issues and infrastructure requirements 
will inform more detailed planning.

The sealing of the Gunn Point Road has improved 
access to Murrumujuk, however development at 
Glyde Point remains difficult given its isolation and 
separation from existing services.
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Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
It is undesirable to support the creation of a 
township with high requirements for commuting 
to Darwin and Palmerston. The detailed planning 
of the township will need to carefully consider this 
matter to ensure that there are options available 
to accommodate the preferences of workforces to 
either reside within Murrumujuk or developed areas.

Groundwater availability within the Gunn Point 
Peninsula is known to be limited and must be 
carefully managed. The groundwater limitations 
result in development of the Township being 
contingent upon the provision of reticulated (town) 
water. Detailed planning in the preparation of an 
Area Plan must ensure that lots dependent upon 
groundwater are minimised.

A larger Murrumujuk makes the provision of 
services i.e. reticulated water, more cost-effective. 
Consequently the area identified for Murrumujuk 
by the Darwin Regional Land Use Plan has been 
expanded over land that has been identified for 
agricultural and horticultural use. 

A Concept Plan for Murrumujuk has been prepared  
(Figure 9) which depicts how the Township 
may develop. The Concept Plan will inform the 
preparation of an Area Plan at a future time when 
development may reasonably be expected. The 
area identified for Murrumujuk Township and the 
Concept Plan provided at Figure 9 represents the full 
build-out potential of Murrumujuk.  

Full build-out of the Murrumujuk Township may 
accommodate a population up to approximately          
36 000 persons. This is anticipated to be equivalent 
to the size of the City of Palmerston when it is built 
out. The Township is expected to grow gradually 
from an initial Township of approximately 3000 
persons.

Key considerations in the preparation of the Concept 
Plan include: 

•	 flood prone land and waterlogged soils;
•	 biting insect breeding areas;
•	 environmentally sensitive land and 

seasonal water bodies;
•	 existing recreational and free camping 

uses; and
•	 natural topography that leverages the 

areas natural assets i.e. vies and breezes. 

No Current Information



Proposed Updates Current Version 2016
The preparation of a Area Plan will need to consider 
a land use structure that responds to the natural 
drainage regimes and minimises modification or 
disturbance to the natural systems as far as is 
practical. An engineering response and creation of 
a managed water body may be considered at the 
detailed design stage to interrupt tidal movements 
and breeding cycles of biting insects.

The Concept Plan identifies the provision of urban/
peri-urban land adjacent to the identified Rail and 
Utility corridors. The development of land for urban/
peri-urban purposes in this location will need to 
respond to rail noise and potential biting insect 
breeding areas east of the rail and utility corridors. 
Land use and density within proximity of the rail 
corridor may be limited given these constraints.  
It will provide a buffer to potential rail noise and 
potential biting insect breeding areas east of the Rail 
and Utility corridors i.e. Leaders Creek.

No Current Information 

South Murrumujuk 
The Litchfield Subregion Land Use Structure Plan 
has been updated in regard to South Murrumujuk 
in response to the limited groundwater available 
from the underlying groundwater aquifer. This plan 
previously identified rural areas which would have 
been dependent upon groundwater bores.

To remove the reliance upon groundwater extraction, 
the amount of land identified for open space and 
conservation purposes has been increased. Some 
land has been identified as urban / peri-urban land 
which is a more intensive land use, noting that 
land within the biting insect buffer is likely to be 
restricted to peri-urban activities. This area will be 
dependent upon reticulated (town) water.

The area should be seen as a transition area from 
the future development area and urban areas within 
Murrumujuk Township and the conservation and 
open spaces to the south within and around Hope 
Inlet.

Shoal Bay Rural
The land on the west side of Gunn Point Road, south 
of Murrumujuk is within the Northern groundwater 
aquifer. This area has been identified as a Rural Area 
because the land capability, including potential for 
groundwater extraction, supports rural land uses at 
this location.
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MAPS

Figure 10 – Shoal Bay Rural Area (proposed update to LSLUP)



Figure 11 - Water Resources (map updated with groundwater aquifer labels)
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Notes...




